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Abstract 

The present article delves into the extension of Knuth’s fundamental Boolean logic table to accommodate the 

complexities of indeterminate truth values through the integration of neutrosophic logic (Smarandache & 

Christianto, 2008). Neutrosophic logic, rooted in Florentin Smarandache’s groundbreaking work on 

Neutrosophic Logic (cf. Smarandache, 2005, and his other works), introduces an additional truth value, 

‘indeterminate,’ enabling a more comprehensive framework to analyze uncertainties inherent in computational 

systems. By bridging the gap between traditional boolean operations and the indeterminacy present in various 

real-world scenarios, this extension redefines logic tables, introducing neutrosophic operators that capture 

nuances beyond the binary realm. Through a thorough exploration of neutrosophic logic's principles and its 

implications in computational paradigms, this study proposes a novel approach to logic design that 

accommodates uncertain, imprecise, and incomplete information. This paradigm shift in logic tables not only 

broadens the spectrum of computing methodologies but also holds promise in fields such as decision-making 

systems and data analytics. This article amalgamates insights from over twelve key references encompassing 

seminal works in boolean logic, neutrosophic logic, and their applications in diverse scientific and computational 

domains, aiming to pave the way for a more robust and adaptable logic framework in computation. 

Keywords: Knuth’s Boolean logic table; Neutrosophic logic table; Neutrosophic Logic; uncertainties inherent in 
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1. Introduction

Knuth's 16 boolean functions, which he outlines in "The Art of Computer Programming," are fundamental in 

understanding the behavior of logical operations. These functions categorize all possible truth tables for two 

binary variables (inputs) and one binary result (output). Each function represents a unique combination of inputs 

and outputs. 

Regarding their implications: 

A. Computational Logic: These functions form the basis of Boolean algebra and logic gates in digital circuit

design. They are crucial in designing computer systems and algorithms. For instance, logic gates like AND, OR,

XOR, NAND, NOR, etc., are representations of specific boolean functions that form the building blocks of

digital circuits.

B. Game Theory and Decision Making: In game theory, Boolean logic and truth tables are used to model

decision-making processes and strategies. They help in analyzing the possible outcomes of different choices and

actions, which is essential in understanding strategic moves in games.
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C. Complex Systems and Control: Boolean functions find applications in modeling complex systems, such as in

control systems, where decision-making processes are critical. They help define conditions and rules that control

the behavior of these systems.

D. Cryptography: Boolean logic is fundamental in cryptography for designing encryption algorithms and

protocols. Operations like XOR play a pivotal role in encryption and decryption processes.

Understanding these Boolean functions is essential for a broad range of fields, from computer science and

mathematics to engineering, gaming, and even philosophy, as they form the foundation of logical thinking and

computational processes.

Results : 

Our proposition: Extending Knuth’s Boolean logic table with Neutrosophic Logic: 

Extending Knuth's Boolean logic operators to neutrosophic logic operators involves bridging the gap between 

traditional binary logic and neutrosophic logic, which deals with indeterminacy and uncertainty. Neutrosophic 

logic introduces a third truth value, "indeterminate," besides the typical true and false values in classical logic. 

In principle, as Smarandache wrote in one of his books, the symbolic neutrosophic operators, allow us working 

with the letter T, I, F for conjunction, disjunction, negation, implication. Therefore, in Neutrosophic Logic, one 

has the following neutrosophic truth-value table for the 

neutrosophic negation. So, we have to consider that the negation of I is I, while the negations of T and F are 

similar as in classical logic. The objective part (circled literal components in the above table) remains as in 

classical logic, but when indeterminacy I interferes, the neutrosophic expert may choose the most fit prevalence 

order. There are also cases when the expert may choose, for various reasons, to entangle the classical logic in the 

objective part. In this case, the prevalence order will be totally subjective (cf. Smarandache, Symbolic 

Neutrosophic Theory, 2015, pp. 169-172). 

To connect Knuth's boolean logic operators with neutrosophic logic operators: 

Expanding Truth Values: Neutrosophic logic incorporates the idea of indeterminacy, allowing for truth values to 

be characterized not just as true or false but also as indeterminate. This extension involves defining new logical 

operators (like AND, OR, NOT) that consider this additional truth value. 

Neutrosophic Logic Operators: In neutrosophic logic, operators like neutrosophic AND, OR, NOT, etc., are 

defined to accommodate the indeterminate truth value. These operators handle situations where the truth values 

are imprecise, uncertain, or contradictory. 

Mapping to Knuth's Operators: It's possible to map the operations of neutrosophic logic onto Knuth's boolean 

logic by considering how the additional truth value "indeterminate" interacts with the existing boolean operators. 

This mapping would involve defining rules for combining indeterminate values with true and false values. 

Altering Functionality: Neutrosophic logic operators might behave differently from traditional boolean operators 

due to the inclusion of the "indeterminate" truth value. They may have altered truth tables or rules for handling 

indeterminate values that differ from Knuth's boolean logic. 

While extending Knuth's boolean logic to neutrosophic logic is conceptually feasible, it's a complex endeavor 

that requires careful consideration of how the additional truth value impacts logical operations. It involves 

defining new operators, establishing their properties, and ensuring consistency within the framework of 

neutrosophic logic. 

Application 1: Extending Knuth’s Boolean logic table in  football/soccer game 

Soccer, a sport celebrated for its complexity and unpredictability, often defies simplistic analysis due to the 

dynamic interplay of player decisions, strategies, and uncertain outcomes. Traditional logic, rooted in binary 

truth values, offers a limited framework to dissect the intricacies of this game. However, the extension of Knuth's 

boolean logic to neutrosophic logic presents an intriguing avenue to revolutionize the understanding of soccer 

dynamics. 

The Indeterminate Element in Soccer Logic: 

Neutrosophic logic introduces an indeterminate truth value, acknowledging the uncertain, imprecise, and 

ambiguous nature inherent in soccer matches. In a game where player performance, weather conditions, strategy 
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effectiveness, and referee decisions intertwine, neutrosophic logic provides a more holistic approach to analyze 

scenarios that aren’t distinctly true or false. 

Mapping Knuth's Operators to Soccer Realities: 

Adapting Knuth's boolean operators to the realm of soccer involves defining neutrosophic AND, OR, NOT, and 

other operators that accommodate indeterminate values. For instance, the neutrosophic AND could represent a 

player's decision-making process in an uncertain environment, where multiple factors influence their actions 

beyond a binary choice. 

Modeling Match Scenarios: 

Neutrosophic logic allows for the creation of models that consider uncertain elements in soccer games. It enables 

the simulation of scenarios where indeterminate factors, such as crowd influence, psychological states of players, 

or unexpected weather changes, significantly affect match dynamics. 

Predictive Insights and Decision Support: 

The application of neutrosophic logic in soccer analysis enhances predictive capabilities, providing coaches, 

analysts, and teams with more nuanced insights. It aids in formulating adaptable strategies that account for the 

indeterminate nature of the game. 

Application 2: Knuth’s Boolean logic table for quantum data compression (very efficient compression) 

Creating a quantum data compression algorithm based on Knuth's extended boolean logic table to achieve a 

compression ratio of 1:1000 is quite a great task. Implementing such an algorithm typically involves leveraging 

advanced quantum computing techniques and specific compression strategies, which might not be directly 

translatable to Mathematica code, especially within the constraints of this platform. However, the following is an 

outline a general approach and steps you might consider to design such an algorithm: 

Approach: 

Quantum State Encoding: Convert the classical data into a quantum state by encoding it in a quantum 

superposition of states. This encoding usually involves mapping classical data to quantum states. 

Quantum Operations: Apply quantum gates and operations to manipulate the quantum state according to the 

algorithm based on Knuth's extended boolean logic table. This step would involve utilizing quantum logic gates 

to perform computations. 

Compression Procedure: Design a compression procedure leveraging the quantum state information to compress 

the data efficiently. This may involve exploiting quantum properties to reduce redundancies in the data 

representation. 

Decoding: Revert the quantum state back to classical data, extracting the compressed information accurately. 

Example Steps (Simplified): 

(* Assume 'classicalData' is the classical data to be encoded *) 

classicalData = {0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1}; 

(* Define quantum states based on classical data *) 

quantumState = Table[If[classicalData[[i]] == 0, Quantum`PureState`Zero[], 

Quantum`PureState`One[]], {i, Length[classicalData]}]; 

The above code initializes a quantum state based on classical data. However, the subsequent steps involving 

quantum gates, compression procedure, and decoding are highly specialized and complex, beyond the scope of a 

simple code demonstration here. 

Now, let us extend task a bit : how we can compress data more efficiently down to 1:10000…. 

Implementing a quantum data compression algorithm based on Knuth's extended boolean logic table using 

Mathematica could involve a complex set of operations. Creating an efficient compression algorithm down to 

1:10000 compression ratio would require detailed knowledge of quantum computing and compression 

techniques beyond the standard functionalities available in Mathematica. 

While we can provide a simple code of using Mathematica for basic quantum computing operations, such as 

creating quantum circuits or performing simple quantum operations, implementing a sophisticated compression 

algorithm may not be feasible within the constraints of this platform. 

Example: 

(* Importing the necessary Quantum Computing package *) 

Needs["Quantum`Notation`"] 

(* Define qubits *) 
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qubits = 4; 

(* Create a quantum circuit *) 

circuit = CreateCircuit[qubits]; 

(* Apply Hadamard gate to all qubits *) 

Do[ 

ApplyHadamard[circuit, i], 

{i, qubits} 

]; 

(* Apply controlled-not gates *) 

Do[ 

ApplyGate[circuit, ControlledNot, {i, qubits}], 

{i, qubits - 1} 

]; 

(* Display the circuit *) 

circuit // ToBoxes // DisplayForm 

2. Discussion :

In a preceding section, we have discussed how it is possible to figure out extension of Knuth's Boolean logic to 

neutrosophic logic in the context of soccer offers a promising avenue to advance the understanding and analysis 

of this intricate sport. By embracing the indeterminate truth value, soccer analysis can transcend binary 

constraints, leading to more comprehensive insights, enhanced decision-making, and a deeper appreciation of the 

multifaceted logic governing the beautiful game. 

Hence, in the subsequent section, the above code creates a simple quantum circuit composed of Hadamard gates 

applied to all qubits and controlled-not gates between consecutive qubits. Implementing the compression 

algorithm to achieve a specific compression ratio would require a detailed understanding of quantum computing, 

compression techniques, and the Knuth’s extended Boolean logic table. Moreover, achieving such compression 

ratios involves intricate algorithms and optimizations, which might not fit into a concise Mathematica code 

snippet. 

For complex quantum algorithms and efficient compression techniques, it's recommended to explore quantum 

computing libraries and platforms (like Qiskit, Cirq, or others) that offer extensive tools and support for 

implementing quantum algorithms and data compression techniques. They often provide a more suitable 

environment for such advanced computations. 

Concluding remark : 

The present article delves into the extension of Knuth’s fundamental Boolean logic table to accommodate the 

complexities of indeterminate truth values through the integration of neutrosophic logic (Smarandache & 

Christianto, 2008). Neutrosophic logic, rooted in Florentin Smarandache’s groundbreaking work on 

Neutrosophic Logic (cf. Smarandache, 2005, and his other works), introduces an additional truth value, 

‘indeterminate,’ enabling a more comprehensive framework to analyze uncertainties inherent in computational 

systems. By bridging the gap between traditional Boolean operations and the indeterminacy present in various 

real-world scenarios, this extension redefines logic tables, introducing neutrosophic operators that capture 

nuances beyond the binary realm.  

The extension of Knuth's Boolean logic to neutrosophic logic in the context of soccer offers a promising avenue 

to advance the understanding and analysis of this intricate sport. By embracing the indeterminate truth value, 

soccer analysis can transcend binary constraints, leading to more comprehensive insights, enhanced decision-

making, and a deeper appreciation of the multifaceted logic governing the beautiful game. 

For implementing a complex compression algorithm based on Knuth's extended Boolean logic table and 

achieving a compression ratio of 1:10000 or less than that, it would require a detailed understanding of quantum 

algorithms, their implementations, and their integration with data compression techniques, which exceeds the 

scope of this platform. 

For advanced quantum computing algorithms and intricate compression techniques, specialized quantum 

computing platforms, libraries, or environments would be more suitable. You might want to explore languages 
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specifically designed for quantum computing, like Cirq or Qiskit, which provide extensive functionalities and 

tools for implementing quantum algorithms and circuits. 
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